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Our Great Achievements:
Mv.Jinda - Discharged 28350 Mts. of Rock Phosphate in 24 hrs.
Mv.Beacon SW - Loaded 31000 Mts Millscale in 14.15 Hrs.
Mv.Tennei Maru - Loaded 55000 Mts Millscale in 24 hrs.
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WELCOME TO MYSTIC SHIPPING PVT. LTD.

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

At Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd., we are constantly evolving our services. In fact, it is
a challenge that we undertake daily. Today, we have created a global footprint
and are constantly refining our suite of services to cater to business houses of all
sizes and ensure a logistic experience that is consistent and solutions driven.

www.mysticshipping.com

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. have been a pioneer in Logistic Services, providing Non - stop quality
services from professional executives in most Competitive pricing. Represent various sectors of
Logistics Services thorough out. Genuine Business with Genuine People, and above all the promise
of Quality, describes the name. And that's what Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. stands for. Customers
Satisfactory smile has always kept us growing.

WIDE NETWORK

DOCUMENTATION

RIGHT APROCH

We have tie-ups with multiple companies throughout the world, to ensure the best and safe cargo delivery. We provides end-to-end solutions to the
customer user "single window system" which translates to cost effective and stress free quality service experience for the customers.
Documents are our fist preference. We understand the value of same. The customers are offered internet based ftp credentials to transfer their
consignment related documents which saves them a lot of time and money.
Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. is a shipping support services company managed by professional team with decades of rich experience. Special focus on
professional team and state of art infrastructure helps us to provide cost effective and stress free quality service experience.
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"Our main objective is to deliver excellent value to our customers &
also create value for our employees & society at large." and provide
unmatched value through personalized, professional and innovative
logistic management systems.

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. believe in teamwork and we are also attributing our prosperity to the efforts of our
employees. Their commitment, efficiency, hard work and dedication have helped Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.
expand its scope. Our qualified office as well as trained ground staff gives their valuable inputs to the business and
thus contribute significantly to its success.

flexible solutions for
your business needs
We constantly strive to develop better, more efficient ways to
do business, whether it is by implementing cutting-edge state
of the art technology, increasing the number of services we
provide, or expanding our network. Our adaptability has been
and continued to be possible, just because of the quality
manpower. We actively seek to hire capable and committed
employees, and to create a work environment in which they
can fully realize their potential while delivering results which
guarantees our success and your complete satisfaction.

Our Values
Core values of Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. are influenced by our past, tempered by our present and are designed to shape our future. They are an amalgam of what we have been,
what we are and what we want to be.
Company's Vision
"Our main objective is to deliver excellent value to our customers & create value for our employees & society at large." by providing unmatched satisfaction through personalized,
professional and innovative logistic solutions.
Team
Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. believe in teamwork and we are also attributing our prosperity to the efforts of our employees. Their commitment, efficiency, hard work and dedication
have helped us expand its scope.
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VESSEL CHARTERING / SHIP BROKERING

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

Mystic Shipping Pvt Ltd – India is operating a first class ship brokering service
and has grown to become one of Asia ’s most reliable brokerage company.
We specialize in project shipments and dry cargo chartering with experience of
last 8 years.

www.mysticshipping.com

At “Mystic Shipping Pvt Ltd” India , we understand the goals and objectives of our clients and believe
in delivering the very best by providing them with a resourceful, professional and value added service
to suit their specific needs. Working closely with a clientele of very renowned owners, direct
charterers and financial institutions, we provide a bespoke service in Dry cargo, RORO, MPP Project
Chartering and Sale & Purchase within the industry

Operating from India , as dry cargo brokers we divide our representation evenly between owner’s brokering and chartering in Asia , worldwide. We have a close relationship with a
number of internationally renowned ship owners and are pleased to represent them throughout the world for their brokering requirements. We are presently representing owners with
tonnage ranging in size from 5,000 to 2,00,000 Deadweight
“Mystic Shipping Pvt Ltd” is a well respected and well known name in the shipping world. Through an extensive network of owners and brokers, we aim to find the right vessel first time,
every time whilst meeting or exceeding our client’s operational and commercial expectations. From sourcing the vessel to on-site supervision at port of discharge, we offer a door to door
hassle free chartering experience to our clients.
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Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. provides a worldwide ship broker and chartering service. Chartering vessels for project cargo, heavy lifts, break bulk cargo and dry bulk cargo such as minerals,
logs, fertilizers and grain. Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. is a totally independent company so we are able to use our extensive international network of cargo interests, co-brokers, ship owners
and operators to match the right cargo with the right ship for you. We can assist you with any size of project cargo or heavy lifts through to full handysize, handymax, panamax and
cape size bulk ships. Chartering vessels is what we do, which allows you to focus on your business. We are based in kandla, so the asia-pacific region is our home ground but we are
experienced at fixing ships world-wide.

Chartering the Tonnage to the advantage of our Cargo Customers is an expertise, rather difficult to develop, especially in an ever volatile International Freight market. As part of our End to
End Logistic services we undertake Vessel Operations by taking in vessels under our despondent ownership and operate vessels on Voyage/Period charter to our clients.
?
Ship brokering and Chartering is a vital part of the business. Being active ship agents for years we have extended the range of services offered to ship owners.
?
We foster close relationship with leading ship-owners, operators, traders and co-brokers world wide.
?
We have strong harbour relationship with Indian shippers & consignees.
?
We deal in bulk, dry bulk, general / project cargo.
?
We ensure that Principals vessels opening in and around India get the best possible fixtures.
?
We are actively involved in all aspects of brokering, from spot market fixtures to long term charters and contracts.
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STEVEDORING & PORT HANDLING

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

Our Stevedoring teams have learnt the skills by sheer hard work, with a
foundation going back to decades; we ensure timely loading and unloading of
cargos, with captive resources of logistics. We regularly handle a range of
cargos, like coal, food grains, steel cargoes, containers, timber logs, Iron Ore
pellets, feldspar, bentonite, minerals, fertilizers etc.

www.mysticshipping.com

With a team of personnel together accounting for a cumulative experience of years, we are a force to
reckon with in the field of stevedoring. We facilitate time bound stevedoring operations with trained
personnel who take care of the complicated operations. Experienced supervisory staff and front line
executives man the docks all round when the stevedoring activities are taking place, ably assisted by
machinery and gear, all planned to work towards timely handling of cargoes.

Be it a over side barge operation at the General cum bulk cargo berth at Kandla/Mundra, or timber logs handling in the inner/outer harbour, or coal lightering and complete discharge in
record time, or handling of containers including stuffing and de-stuffing matching the schedules of liner vessels, or anchorage operation of food grains export at the Kandla/Mundra Port,
what ever the operation may be, we have left an indelible impression of operational efficiency and imprints of quality and commitment towards work, and titans of the industry both in
public and private sector or our principals over a period of years.
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Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. is a complete logistic solutions providing company, technology and operational solutions in the transport / logistics space in India. Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. has
immense experience generated by its experienced set of industry professionals combined with its focused service / solution offerings in this domain. We deliver on our promises with dayto-day activities that represent value for money, quality, continuity, innovation and maximum reach, offering services in surface transportation, warehousing and project Cargo
management.

Why choose us

Experience In Handling

6
We have excellent interaction with ports officials and shipping fraternities
6
We ensure that our Stevedoring Services are in compliance with port safety norms
6
We are available to provide Stevedoring Services on a 24 hour basis at competitive quotes
6
We arrange dunnages and lashing materials of all types for lashing, securing, shoring materials at a competitive rate and have a full team to

?
Project cargo
?
Steel cargo
?
Unitized cargo
?
Dry-bulk cargo
?
Class cargo

cater to the needs of the vessel for welding or de-welding and LSS gangs to work under the supervision of vessel
6
Domain expertise
6
Knowledge about the various rules and regulations
6
Committed to clients
6
Modern resources
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VESSEL / SHIP AGENCY

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. is the general shipping agent with strong local partners and
international reputation.
We are ready to provide the services of ship agent at all terminals of the Indian port, including
all cargo terminals and ship repair yards where you need the reliability and the professional

www.mysticshipping.com

Agency services are gradually developed keeping its steady improvement from year
to year. Coming from our perfect relations with ports, immigrations, customs other
authorities, we can offer and guaranty excellent service to any ship owner and vessel
with reasonable price. We have highly skilled staff with big experience in the agency
business.

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. offers various Indian port agency service to ship owners, operators and charterers. We focus on the fastest, most efficient and cost effective port operations to
turn around your ships. Our team has extensive experience in all areas of port operations. We have good strength of communications, proved documentation skills and authoritative
knowledge of various port rules and procedures of other statutory bodies like customs, quarantine, immigration, Dock Safety, Port state Control etc., and our managerial line up is beefed
up well up to the level of Executives, who carry out the methodical service plan in a meticulous manner.
Our services cover both tramp and liner services including break bulk, container, dry bulk, and tankers. We pride ourselves on conveying our local knowledge to our principals and
keeping our principals well informed prior, during and after the ship call.
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If your ship is calling at more than one port in India, then Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. can provide a "hub service" for you. This provides you with one point of contact for all Indian ports of call
and all disbursement accounts collated into one, so you only need to make one funds transfer. The service can be tailored to meet your individual reporting requirements and other needs.
It is not surprising that our result-oriented performance with expertise is convincing more and more vessel owners to entrust Vessel business to us both at Kandla, and Mundra Ports.

Vessel Agency is an operation that goes truly 24X7. A smooth and fast turnaround of the vessel in the Port holds paramount importance for us. Our Shipping division, a neat,
compact and efficient team, go about this business with precision.
Tasks we do

Departmental Objectives

?
Appointment Acknowledgment
?
Vessel Service & Cargo pre-planning
?
Arrival arrangements & clearance
?
Coordination of services
?
Operation Monitoring
?
Departure Arrangements / Accounts Disbursement

?
To ensure quick entry/ clearance of the vessel into port for berthing through prompt documentation with

the Customs and Port authorities.
?
To fulfill all the vessel requirements (husbandry) while in Port to the fullest satisfaction of the Owners.
?
To ensure that the vessel is allotted a safe berth for the efficient loading/discharging and turnaround with

Port authorities.
?
To liaison on behalf of the Owners / Principals for the various activities since the vessel arrives till

departure effectively and in case of any disputes to mediate as per law/ charter party standings.
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LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

With our inherent strength derived from our experience, equipment infrastructure,
networked operations, chartering and overland logistics services, Mystic Shipping
Pvt. Ltd. carved out a niche position in offering seamless Logistic solutions for its
customers, right from the point of Origin to the Destination Port and extending to the
inland end point of destination.

www.mysticshipping.com

Logistics solutions requires innovative and strategic movement that helps you to meet the
challenges of today's competitive global market. Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. manages
logistics operations for companies spanning various sectors and regions. The combined
expertise and experience across the sea and overland logistics led us to the natural
progression of End to End Logistics Solutions.

We take up comprehensive cargo handling projects for our customers as a challenge. Our services include transportation of all machinery, raw materials, and other materials that might
be required by the client. We are able to offer customized services with our immense expertise and industry experience. Handling project cargo requires relevant experience, equipment
& manpower. We are well equipped with efficient and effective infrastructure facilities to handle all types of project cargoes in India. We have experienced and specialized personnel for
bulk cargo logistics and have access to the full range of material handling equipment for sea and overland operations.
Our company has developed sophisticated warehousing facilities at Kandla and Mundra that helps us in providing cost effective warehousing services to the customers. We have with us
highly skilled warehousing supervisors and workers, who are well versed in all inventory management processes such as book keeping, sanitation, cargo loading and unloading. Our
company is also well equipped with heavy duty material handling equipments like lifting chains, trucks, containers and trolleys that are used for effective storage and shipment of different
cargo materials.
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Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. is a complete logistic solutions providing company, technology and operational solutions in the transport / logistics space in India. Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. has
immense experience generated by its experienced set of industry professionals combined with its focused service / solution offerings in this domain. We deliver on our promises with
day-to-day activities that represent value for money, quality, continuity, innovation and maximum reach, offering services in surface transportation, warehousing and project Cargo
management.

To enable this time bound shore clearance of cargos or prompt cargo feeding to vessels at berth, we have a highly focused team of logistics experts who assess the need of the
day and its typical nature, before deploying the adequate number of cargo tippers, handling equipment etc. so that as per the plan the operation is completed.
Warehouse : A well equipped system and process of
planned and controlled storage state that customers
have more control over their goods without worrying
about the warehousing services, minimizing the
inventory costs at the same time.

Transportation : Our services include transportation
of all machinery, raw materials, and other materials
that might be required by the client. We are able to
offer customized services with our immense expertise
and industry experience.

Project Cargo : The Challenge is to reduce costs,
improve transport efficiencies, overcome technical
and paper barriers to ensure time bound completion of
project requirements. We offer surface transportation
to Anysize, Anyweight, Anywhere, Anyhow, Anytime.
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FREIGHT FORWARDING & CUSTOMS CLEARING

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd.

We transfer the shipment data to the concerned destination prior to the vessels
arrival to provide timely release of the goods after customs clearance. We
possess much knowledge in trading, fostered by vast experience. We save time
and energy through integrated services that matches users needs, and offer
optimum distribution to international businesses.

www.mysticshipping.com

Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. have expertise in providing international sea freight forwarding services
worldwide. We are an integral part of our clients export/import departments, offering custom tailored
ocean/sea freight logistics solutions for a wide variety of cargos. With limited restrictions in the size
and weight of the goods, we provide a full array of international ocean freight forwarding services like
door to door pick up, advance tracking technology and managing shipping documents.

With a large volume of international ocean freight forwarding services we offer the best possible rates to our clients. We also have customer service centre which operates 24 hours a day
and seven days a week. This helps in solving the queries of the clients regarding entry, delivery, tracking and billing details of the shipment. In the entire process, our professionals stay in
touch with the clients and see to it that their shipments are delivered to the carrier and do reach their desired destination within stipulated time.
We provide our clients with fine-tuned service in transportation, warehousing, cargo tracing and etc. We place our experts in trading procedures, international transportation, and custom
clearance at company-owned import-export cargo handling facilities in major ports in India. Thus, import-export cargo forwarding is carried out utilizing land and sea as well as quick
custom clearance work. The distribution related to trading is not only transportation and storage of commodities, but also various processes such as custom clearance, documentation,
authority procedures and banking.
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Mystic Shipping Pvt. Ltd. provides comprehensive freight forwarding & customs clearance services for hassle free import and export of consignments by sea and road. We also assist our
clients in preparing documents related to import and export, completion of appraisement and examination procedures and payments. Our team of experienced professionals swing into
action to clear cargo the moment it arrives, saving our customers time and money. After completion of all customs formalities & documentations, we deliver the consignments at
customer's desired destination.

We specialize in Custom Clearances of

In a Nutshell

?
Bulk & break-bulk Commodities
?
Containerized Cargo
?
Project Cargoes
?
Steel and Forging

?
We ensure

prompt filing of BE/ SB with Customs and also obtain necessary clearances from the port to
enable commencement of operations at the earliest.
?
We build an awareness with the receivers with regard to the Customs Act’s/ Duties applicable for the
commodities imported/ exported.
?
We maintain utmost cordial relations with the Customs officials and co-ordinate effectively.

Corporate Office : Office No. 314, 3rd Floor, Plaza Center, Plot No. 117,
Sector -8, Gandhidham. Gujarat - 370 201 India
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Phone : +91 2836 239456 FAX : +91 2836 239356
E-mail : info@mysticshipping.com
Website : www.mysticshipping.com

